
Eindhoven University of Technology
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science TU/e

Exam Generic Language Theory (2IS15) 23th of January 2009, 09:00-12:00.

This exam consists of 4 questions.
You are allowed to use all distributed material, slides, books, and papers.

You need to give a consice motivation for all the answers.

1. Theory of ASF+SDF

(a) What is meant by language specific aspects and generic aspects with respect
to Generic Language Technology?

(b) Give both the advantages and disadvantages of programming environment
generator and describe (draw) the global architecture of a programming en-
vironment generator.

(c) Give 3 different ways of defining the syntax of a list of statements separated
by semi-colons, e.g. a; b; c. Describe the (dis)advantages of each of the
definitions.

(d) What is the ”prefer keywords” rule? Give a lexical definition of Identifiers
together with a few prefered keywords.

(e) What is the purpose of lexical constructor functions and describe their way
of working in detail, you may use an example.

2. ASF+SDF in practice

Given the following EBNF definition which is a part of the NQC language. The
NQC (Not Quite C) is the programming language for the LEGO mindstorms.

expression ::= constant_expression
| var_name_expression
| unary_expression
| binary_expression
| cond_expression
| boolean_expression
| compare_expression
| and_expression
| or_expression
| paren_expression
| call_expression



;

compare_expression ::= expression EQ expression
| expression NEQ expression
| expression LT expression
| expression GT expression
| expression LE expression
| expression GE expression
;

and_expression ::= expression LOG_AND expression ;

or_expression ::= expression LOG_OR expression ;

boolean_expression ::= TRUE
| FALSE
;

constant_expression ::= NUMBER ;

var_name_expression ::= IDENT ;

unary_expression ::= MINUS expression
| NOT expression
;

binary_expression ::= expression PLUS expression
| expression MINUS expression
| expression STAR expression
| expression DIV expression
| expression MOD expression
;

cond_expression ::= expression QUEST expression COLON expression
;

paren_expression ::= LPAREN expression RPAREN ;

call_expression ::= IDENT LPAREN expression_list RPAREN
| IDENT LPAREN RPAREN ;

expression_list ::= expression_list COMMA expression
| expression
;
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NUMBER ::= [0-9]+

IDENT ::= [A-Za-z]([A-Za-z]|[0-9]|_)*

EQ ::= "==" ;
NEQ ::= "!=" ;
LT ::= "<" ;
GT ::= ">" ;
LE ::= "<=" ;
GT ::= ">=" ;
NOT ::= "!" ;
TRUE ::= "true" ;
FALSE ::= "false" ;
LOG_AND ::= "&&" ;
LOG_OR ::= "||" ;
PLUS ::= "+" ;
MINUS ::= "-" ;
STAR ::= "*" ;
DIV ::= "/" ;
MOD ::= "%" ;
QUEST ::= "?" ;
COLON ::= ":" ;
COMMA ::= "," ;
LPAREN ::= "(" ;
RPAREN ::= ")" ;

precedence left QUEST;
precedence left LOG_OR;
precedence left LOG_AND;
precedence left EQ, NEQ;
precedence left LT, LE, GT, GE;
precedence left PLUS, MINUS;
precedence left STAR, DIV, MOD;
precedence left NOT;

(a) Give an SDF definition containing the lexical and context-free syntax for the
EBNF definition given above.

(b) Add give the context-free priorities in SDF given the fact that the precedences
given above should be read in ascending order.

(c) Is the expression true ? true : false ? 1 : 2 ambiguous? If
so, please adapt the context-free priorities in such a way that this expression
is no longer ambiguous. Hint, use priorities in specific arguments.

(d) Write an ASF+SDF specification using traversal functions to count the num-
ber of binary operators in an arbitrary expression.
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3. Programming Language Design Concepts

(a) In what way can built-in primitive types be problematic? How is this solved
in Java?

(b) What is the difference between a statically typed language and dynamically
typed language? Give of examples of both statically typed languages and
dynamically typed languages?

(c) What is the purpose of a block? What is the effect of nested block structures
on the declaration of identifiers?

(d) Describe the 3 different copy parameter mechanisms? Why is the choice be-
tween reference and copy parameter mechanism an important language de-
sign decision?

(e) Describe a situation which shows a possible problem with multiple inheri-
tance. How is this problem solved in C++?

(f) What is the difference between polymorphism and overloading? Give exam-
ples of both mechanisms.

4. Scanning and parsing

Given the lexical definition of IDENT of exercise 2.

(a) Construct the NFA, DFA and minimize the DFA.

(b) SGLR (Scannerless Generalized LR) parsing does not use a separate scanner.
Give the transformed grammar such that this lexical definition can be pro-
cessed via SGLR.

Consider the following context-free grammar:

1. P ”$” → S
2. ”b” D S ”e” → P
3. ”d” ”; ” D → D
4. ε → D
5. ”s” ”; ” S → S
6. ε → S

An example of a string generated by this grammar is:

• b d ; d ; s ; e $

(c) Determine the follow sets for each of the nonterminals. Compute the itemsets
and the shift transitions.

(d) Draw the action and goto tables.
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(e) Give the sequence of acceptance steps for the string b d ; d ; s ; e $.

Grading of exercises

1 a 10 2 a 30 3 a 10 4 a 20
b 10 b 20 b 10 b 10
c 10 c 25 c 10 c 20
d 10 d 25 d 10 d 10
e 10 e 10 e 20

f 10
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